Abstract: A new approach for industrial robot user interfaces is necessary
Introduction
In the era of touch screen based smartphones the interaction between humans and machines is becoming a frequent event. Especially the communication between people and robots is a field of research nowadays. Human Robot Interaction (HRI) studies are aiming the user friendly application of different robot systems for cooperation with humans. This includes an interactive conversation robot which collects multi-modal data and bonds with human partners. [1] While the interaction with an industrial robot is traditionally considered as a Human Machine Interaction (HMI) due to its inferior level of autonomy and complexity [2] , these systems are also spreading to human environments. Shared workspace [3] , teach by demonstration [4] , all these improvements in industrial robotics require a higher level of communication. The need for better and more intuitive user interfaces for industrial manipulators is increasing.
The reason of the increasing interest is that a wide range of Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) are motivated to invest in industrial robot systems and automation due to increasing cost levels in western countries. The last years a significant part of robot installations in industry required high flexibility and high accuracy for low-volume production of SMEs [5] . This tendency adds new challenges to support and transfer knowledge between robotics professionals and SMEs. The difficulty of operating a robotic manipulator is present both on shopfloor production and remote support for the robot cell. Operators with less expertise will supervise the robot cells in SMEs because of economical reasons and there is usually no dedicated robot system maintenance group for small companies. Remote operation of the industrial robot systems from the system integrator's office offers an alternative solution. This is based on the premise that if one can perform remote assistance for the SMEs, the enterprise can get high reliability, high productivity, faster and cheaper support irrespective of geographical distance between the enterprise and the system integrator or other supportive services. On the other hand the need for assistance from professionals can be reduced by introducing such user/operator interfaces which fit better for inexperienced users and provide an intuitive and flexible manner of operation.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly summarizes the properties of Human Robot Interaction for industrial robots. Section 3 presents a Flexible Graphical User Interface implementation test with quantitative and qualitative results.
Human Robot Interaction
Scholtz [2] proposed five different roles for humans in HRI. Supervisor, operator, mechanic, teammate and bystander; these define the necessary level of information exchange from both sides. In order to keep the interaction continuous the switch between roles is inevitable in certain situations. Efficient user interfaces have to take into account the adequate display of details in complex systems like robot cells.
Automated systems may be designed in machine-centered or human-centered way [6] . While the first technique requires high level knowledge from the user for operation, the latter is more adaptable for flexible systems which serves both seasoned and unseasoned personnel. Standard HRI for industrial equipment is usually utilize machine-centered approach whereas complex systems are accessible through complicated user interfaces.
Human-centered design applies multidisciplinary knowledge, thus combining the necessary factors and benefits both for machinery and human operation. The ISO Standard 9241-210:2010 [7] defines it as an activity to increase productivity in parallel with improved work conditions by the use of ergonomics and human factors. User friendly or human friendly systems are designed with the aim of minimizing the machine factor. This implies that in this case robots have to adapt to the operator, but the difficulty is to provide a comprehensive and appropriate human behavior model [8] .
Human factors include psychological aspects also. HRI should be analyzed from this point of view to make a better match between robot technology and humans. The systematic study of the operator's needs and preferences is inevitable [9] to meet the expectations on psychological level, moreover, in order to satisfy these needs, multimodal user interfaces are necessary which may facilitate the communication with intuitive and cognitive functions [9, 10] . From top-left corner: FANUC iPendant [11] , Yaskawa Motoman NX100 teach pendant [12] , ABB FlexPendant [13] , KUKA smartPad [14] , ReisPAD [15] , Nachi FD11 teach pendant For industrial robotic manipulators the standard user interface is the Teach Pendant. It is a mobile, hand-held device usually with customized keyboard and graphical display. Most robot manufacturers are developing distinctive design (See Figure 1) and are including a great number of features thus increasing the complexity and flexibility.
Input methods vary from key-centric to solely touch screen based. Feedback and system information is presented on graphical display in all cases, however the operator may utilize a great number of other information channels; touch, vision, hearing, smell and taste. The operator can also take an advantage of the brain's ability to integrate the information acquired from his or her senses. Thus, although the operator has the main sight and attention oriented towards the robot's tool, she will immediately change her attention to any of the robot's link colliding with an obstacle when it is intercepted by her peripheral vision.
The science of integrating informatics, info-communication and cognitivesciences, called CogInfoCom is investigating the advantages of combining information modalities and has working examples in virtual environments, robotics and telemanipulation [10, 16] . The precise definition and description of CogInfoCom is presented in [17] , terminology is provided in [18] , while [19] walks the reader through the history and evolution of CogInfoCom.
Introducing this concept in the design of industrial robot user interfaces is a powerful tool to meet the goal of human-centred systems and a more efficient human robot interaction.
Flexible Graphical User Interface
At first the focus is laid on the possible improvements regarding the existing Teach Pendant information display. The traditional industrial graphical user interfaces are designed to deal with a large number of features, thus the organization of menus and the use of the system is complex and complicated.
In a real life example the robot cell operator had to ask assistance from the system integrator in a palletizing application because the manipulator constantly moved to wrong positions. Without clear indication on the robot's display the user could not recognize that the programmed positions are shifted due to the fact that the system is in the middle of the palletizing sequence. The resetting option was in two menulevels deep in the robot controller's constant settings. In case of a flexible user interface this could have been avoided by providing custom surface for palletizing instead of showing the robot program, the date, etc.
In most cases the customization of the robot user interface is possible. A separate computer and software is required [20] and due to the complexity of the system it is done by the system integrator. Naturally, the integrator cannot be fully aware of the needs of the operator thus the flexibility of a robot cell is depending also on the capabilities of the framework in which the graphical user interface is working. The communication barrier between the operator and the integrator influences the efficiency of the production through inadequate and non-optimized information flow (See Figure 2) . Differences in competence level, geographical distance or cultural distance can all cause difficulties in overcoming this barrier.
The Flexible Graphical User Interface (FGUI) concept aims to close this gap. The system integrator still have the opportunity to compile task specific user interfaces but the framework includes pre-defined, robot specific elements which are at the operators' hands at all times. The functionality is programmed by the integrator and represented as she thinks it is the most fitting, but the final information channel can be rearranged by the user/operator to achieve efficient and human (operator) centered surface. Connection of a robot system with the operator and the integrator
Shop-floor operation
During shop-floor operation the user should communicate on high level with the robot cell. In high volume and highly automated production lines this interaction is restricted the best to start a program at the beginning of the worker's shift and stop it when the shift is over. For SMEs this approach is not feasible: frequent reconfiguration and constant supervision is inevitable. Therefore a service-oriented user interface is favourable which hides the technical details of a multipurpose robot cell behind an abstract level. This abstraction should be made by utilizing the principles of CogInfoCom and allowing intuitive use of a robot cell.
The connections between the actual robot programs and the operator's user interface are presented in Figure 3 . As the system keeps track of the parts in a pick and place operation this data is stored as a set of variables. The operator can observe these values by traditional display items but a FGUI allows to present it in a different way: small lamps are giving visual information of the system's state. The operator instinctively and instantly can compare the actual state of the robot cell with the information stored in the robot controller and detects defects faster. This is an application of representation-bridging in CogInfoCom, because the information on the robot variable is still visual but the representation is different from standard robot variable monitoring. The direct observation of variables would require the knowledge of the system integrator's convention of data representation from the operator. Connections between functionality and service-oriented layers
The selection of programs for the operation is reduced to service requests initiated by button presses paired with an image of the part. Using CogInfoCom semantics [18] ; the images of parts, the buttons, the indicator lamps, the progress bar and the text box are all visual icons bridging the technical robot data with operation parameters and statuses. The high-level message generated by these entities is the list of achievable item movements in case of a pick and place service and feedback on the current operation provided by the user interface not from visual observation of the cell thus we consider this application of CogInfoCom channel as an eyecon message transferring system in general.
Furthermore, considering a group of screen elements (e.g. the image of the gear, the buttons " Table 1 " and " Table 2 " and the indicator lamps) we use low-level direct conceptual mapping. The picture of the part generates an instant identification of the robot service objective and the surface to interact with the robot controller. The buttons represent identification and also interaction with the robot cell. The robot system internal mapping of real world is sent back to the user through the indicator lamps in feedback form.
These applications indicates that CogInfoCom icons usually not only generate and represent a message in the communication but these also have roles. These roles may depend on the actual implementation and concept transmitted by messages. In human robot interaction three main roles may be distinguished:
 identification role,
The simple instruction "Move the gear from Table 1 to Table 2 " given to the operator does not require additional mapping from the user thus the human robot interaction is simplified and became human centered. The gear may be identified by image, manipulated by interaction with the button and get feedback though the indicator lamp.
Practically the user interface implements an abstract level between the technical realization of operations and the service oriented operation. A main robot program is monitoring the inputs from the user. By pressing one of the buttons a number is loaded into a variable which causes to controller to change to the program indicated by this number. The program contains the pre-defined pose values to be executed sequentially. The current program line number divided by the total number of lines indicates the progress with task for the user in the progress bar, since one program contains only one item movement from one table to another. Exiting the main program also sets the text box to "Operation in progress" and reentering it resets to "Standby".
The robot controller keeps track of objects in the robot cell by adjusting an integer variable according to the current position of it in the motion sequence. Values 1, 2 and 0 represent the item placed on Table 1, placed on Table 2 , and lifted and moved by the robot, respectively. Mapping this information onto the indicator lamps means that when the object is on one of the tables, the lamp next to the It is generally important to rate the success of a concept and its implementations with experiments. The assessment in communication improvement is may be measured both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Concept evaluation with user tests
Justification of the service-based flexible user interface is performed by a series of testing with real users. It was a comparative test of a traditional and very conservative system and a newly developed flexible graphical user interface. The robot cell was set up for two different services which are the following:  pick and place operation with two positions on three work pieces,  parameterizable delivery system for bolting parts.
Test description
Test participants executed two main tasks first using the traditional system ( Figure 4 ) then repeating them using the flexible user interface ( Figure 5 and Figure 6 ). During the tests user interactions with the robot system were recorded by cameras, key logging, and screen capturing. Traditional Graphical User Interface
At the beginning of each task a briefing was given to the participants on the general aim of the executed task ( Table 1 ). After that they read through a summary on the necessary settings ( Table 2 and Table 3 ) to be made before the robot can perform its operation. At this point participants had the opportunity to go on with a user manual with step-by-step instruction on the necessary steps or continue on their own. Chosen the second option they always had the chance to refer to the manual if they needed suggestions on how to continue. Flexible Graphical User Interface for Task 4 During the execution of Task 1 the only action needed was to select the appropriate program for the robot based upon the required part movement. Task 2 was more complicated; three internal variables had to be set according to the number of nuts and bolts and the number of the delivery box.
The participant was provided with the new user interface for the execution of Task 3 and Task 4 thus the direct interaction with robot controller variables and setting were obscured. Table 1 to Table 2  Task 1.2 Move the cutting head from Table 2 to Table 1  TGUI   Task 2 Deliver two bolts and three nuts to Box1 TGUI Task 3.1
Move the pipe from Table 2 to Table 1  Task 3.2 Move the cutting head from Table 1 to Table 2 FGUI Task 4 Deliver two bolts and three nuts to Box 1 FGUI Table 2 Settings for Task 1 Item Source Destination Program Number Table 1  Table 2  816  Pipe  Table 2  Table 1  815  Table 1  Table 2  814  Cutting head  Table 2  Table 1  813  Table 1  Table 2  812  Gear  Table 2  Table 1 811 
Results
The evaluation was conducted with four participants, all male, between age 25 and 27. All four have engineering background; two have moderate, two have advanced experience in robot programming. Participants were advised that audio and video is recorded which serves only for scientific analysis and they were assured that the test can be interrupted anytime on their initiation.
All participants were able to execute all of the tasks in a reasonable amount of time. Two users reported difficulties to set the program number during Task 1.2. The problem turned out to be a software bug in the traditional robot controller user interface; the user manual had been modified accordingly, although none of the participants followed the user manual steps strictly, most likely due to their previous experience with robots. Figure 7 Synchronised videos had been taken during testing
Collected data have been evaluated after the tests. Three parameters have been selected to represent the difference between the traditional and the flexible approach: task execution duration, number of interactions and ratio of number of key presses to touch screen commands.
Execution time is measured between the first interaction with the Teach Pendant recorded by the key logger and mouse logger running on the robot controller, and the last command which ordered the robot to move. The last interaction was determined by time stamp on the video in case of the TGUI measurement, since logging of program start button on the controller housing was not in place at the time of the experiment. The start of robot movement could be determined from mouse logging data in case of FGUI.
The mean execution time using the conservative system for Task 1.1, Task 1.2 and Task 2 are 36, 37 and 135 seconds respectively. In contrast, Task 3.1, Task 3.2 and Task 4 duration was 31, 0 and 30 seconds with the use of the FGUI. Data are presented in Table 4 . The total mean time spent on Task 1 and Task 3 are 72,1 and 38,1 second respectively. All the mean values presented based on three measurements. Due to the low number of measurements further statistical data were not computed. Participants had to configure the robot controller using the Teach Pendant which offered two possible interactions: key presses and touch screen interactions. A virtual representation of the keyboard is depicted in Figure 7 . Besides, users had to deactivate the joint brakes and energize the motors as well as start the robot program by pressing buttons on the robot controller housing. All interactions were counted by the logging software and later the touch interaction ratio to key presses was calculated as follows:
where n touch is the number of touch screen interactions, n keypress is the number of button presses on the Teach Pendant and n controller is the number of button presses on the controller housing. The total number of interactions and touch ratio is listed in Table 5 . The data loss in execution time measurement did not affect counting of interactions thus mean values are calculated from four samples. 
Discussion
This testing aimed to evaluate the new concept of service oriented flexible user interface. No particular selection was in place for the participants and the size of dataset is not wide enough for statistical analysis and true usability evaluation [21] . However, trends and impressions can be synthesized on the difference in user performance. Inspection of the video recordings shows the participants did not understand fully that Task 1 and Task 3 as well as Task 2 and Task 4 were the same except the fact that they have to use different user interface during execution. Although in the series of actions they did not follow the step-bystep instruction of the user manual, participants returned to it over and over again to get acknowledgement on their progression. An excessive number of interactions is present against the number of interactions required by the user manual (Table 6 ). At the beginning the state of the user interface and the controller was the same in every test but at the start of Task 1.2 this situation changed due to the different preferences of the users on how to stop a robot program. The significant difference for Task 2 is caused by the fact that there are several ways of inputting a variable in the traditional GUI but the shortest (based upon the robot manufacturer's user manual) was not used by either of the participants.
The excess number of interactions for Task 3 are the actions to dismiss messages on the flexible user interface caused by previous action of the users. The increased number of touches in Task 4 are due to a usability issue: the display item for selecting the amount of parts to be delivered was to small thus the selection could not be made without repeated inputs. Verdict of this investigation is that users tends to use less efficient ways to set up the robot controller which may induce errors and execution time increases due to the need of recuperating from errors. The intuitiveness of the new approach can be proven with the examination of interaction patterns. Figure 8 shows the interactions of User 1 in details. The user input for the traditional system comes in bursts. The slope of each burst is close to the final slope of the FGUI interaction (Task 4 in Figure 8 ) but the time between these inputs decreases the overall speed of setting. Recordings show that this time in the case of Task 2 is generally spent on figuring out the next step to execute either by looking in the manual or searching for clues on the display. Finally the press of the start button for Task 2 is delayed because the user double-checked the inputted values.
In contrast the inputs for Task 4 are distributed in time uniformly and the delay between the interactions is significantly lower. The user did not have to refer to the user manual because the user interface itself gave enough information for setup. This means that this composition of user interface which is made specifically for this service of the robot cell offers a more intuitive and easy-to-use interface than the traditional one and that CogInfoCom messages were transmitted successfully.
The overall picture shows that FGUI performs significantly better than TGUI (See Figure 9) . For comparison the execution time of Task 3 against Task 1 was shortened by 34 seconds while the duration of Task 4 against Task 2 was shorter by 116 seconds. Regarding the necessary interactions with system FGUI reduced it to 23,4% giving around a quarter of possibilities for errors. Final results showing improved performance of FGUI: reduced task execution time, decreased number of interaction and increased ratio of touch screen usage to key presses
The Flexible Graphical User Interface also increased the use of touch screen significantly (e.g. from 15% to 93% for Task 2 and Task 4). Participants reported that the use of images and the composition of the UI helped them to connect easier the parameters given by the instructions and the necessary actions to input these values into the controller. This is the result of deliberate design of the abstract level connected to the robot cell's service; the design is based upon the principle of CogInfoCom messages to ensure human centred operation.
Concluding the discussion it is stated that this Flexible Graphical User Interface is evaluated as expected; users were able to operate the robot cell faster, more intuitively and with greater self-confidence. Due to the low number of participants further verification is necessary; organisation of a new test for deeper usability and intuitiveness investigation (including non-expert users) is underway at the time of writing this paper and results will be published in later papers.
Conclusions
The Flexible Graphical User Interface implementation based on Service Oriented Robot Operation was presented. The application of CogInfoCom principles is described and a new property for the CogInfoCom icon notion was introduced. This new property is the role of icon in message transfer and for human robot interaction identification, interaction and feedback roles were identified.
The new approach represented by Service Oriented Robot Operation in human robot interaction for industrial applications was examined by user evaluation.
Results show the decrease in task setup and completion time and the reduced number of interactions proves a more intuitive way of communication between man and machine.
